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Join the fight for free movement

By Anastazja Oppenheim, Labour Campaign for Free
Movement organiser and International Students rep on
NUS National Executive (pc)

The Labour Campaign for Free Movement was launched in early August
by a broad coalition of Labour Party members and supporters. We aim to
defend and extend freedom of movement. That includes people, like myself
and The Clarion, who want to see a world of open borders, as well as those
who want to defend existing EU free movement, for a variety of reasons, take
a more generous stance towards refugees and so on. 

Our statement already has 2,400 signatories, including MPs like Clive Lewis,
David Lammy and Tulip Siddiq, and general secretaries and leading activists
from a range of unions – some of whom backed “Remain”, but others, for in-
stance in the Bakers’ Union, who backed “Leave”. We have signatories from
various Labour factions – Momentum, of course, Open Labour, even Progress.
At the same time, we’re an explicitly left-wing campaign. We talk in terms of
solidarity, not charity; we expose the brutality of the border regime; and we
highlight and support trade union struggles, including by migrant workers. 

We set up in response to Jeremy Corbyn retreating on free movement, and
his comments on the “whole-
sale importation” of Eastern ...
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After a month’s gap for the summer, we’re back with: 
Coverage of the rising campaign to commit Labour to stand up for

free movement and migrants’ rights. 
Discussion of the differences between social democracy, even its

more left-wing variants, and the project of replacing capitalism with
socialism; and how we can expand and push against the limits of social
democracy in the here and now.

Following the successful Clarion youth conference on 12 August,
our first Youth pages produced separately by young activists.

Issue 10 will be a Labour conference special, back from the printers
on 22 September. Send us ideas and content as soon as possible.

The Labour Party and the country are standing at a crossroads.
Jeremy Corbyn's election as Labour leader in 2015 opened a space

for socialist politics to re-emerge into the British mainstream. His re-
election in 2016 confirmed that there are at least hundreds of thou-
sands in Britain of people who want to see an end to austerity, to
neo-liberalism and to the worst misery inflicted by the capitalist sys-
tem. There are hundreds of thousands of people who at least aspire to
a better society than capitalism. The socialist left of the labour move-
ment has a historic opportunity now – we must seize it.

That means an open discussion on politics and principles, assisting
the grassroots of the labour movement to develop our own policies
and programme for a Labour government and for transforming soci-
ety, building on and critically engaging with policies proposed by the
leader’s office, the unions, the constituencies, and other parts of the
movement.

It means democratising the Labour Party, preventing further coup
attempts against the leadership, and preventing further unjust purges,
suspensions, and expulsions. It means facilitating debate on Momen-
tum, its purpose and its future.

The Clarion is a space for and a contribution to those debates. In
addition to news and reports from the movement, our coverage will
particularly focus on

• Debate and discussion on class and class struggle today, and how
we go beyond “new politics” and “progressive politics” to revive work-
ing-class politics.

• How we make socialism, a new society based on common owner-
ship and need not profit, the basic, unifying goal of the left; and fight
for bold socialist policies in the here and now.

• Fighting nationalism, building working-class solidarity across bor-
ders and between workers of different backgrounds and communities.

• To take a serious and consistent approach to equality and libera-
tion struggles.

• To stand up for rational debate and against nonsense, against the
culture of clickbait, conspiracy theory, and instant denunciation which
has taken root in some parts of the left. 

We welcome involvement from comrades who are in broad agree-
ment with these points. We aim to complement rather than compete
with existing publications on the Labour left, and to critically engage
with ideas from across the left.
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By Josh Chown, CND National
Council member, Guildford CLP

On 29 August North Korea launched it’s lat-
est missile test — firing a missile that could
have had nuclear capability over Japan.

So how should socialists respond to this
time of heated rhetoric and war mongering
from those who refuse to listen to calls for
peace from the rest of the world? What should
we be doing in the Labour Party?

Labour’s 2017 manifesto making the pledge
to renew the outdated, US-reliant Trident mis-
sile system.

We must be clear why we oppose that. Nu-
clear weapons exist for one thing: the annihi-
lation of people living in major cities and
industrial towns; the deterrence argument
being disproved with the increasing tensions
as North Korea goes nuclear.

In the event of nuclear war there is no sce-

nario which doesn’t result in millions of deaths
of working class people, while the rich and in-
struments of the state will have made their
plans to ensure their survival. 

Socialists in the Labour Party must stand up
against the threat of wars bent on the slaughter
of the working class, and this particularly
means working against nuclear weapons. Our
immediate task should be pushing Labour
CND’s motion to conference (available on
their website), committing Labour to nuclear
disarmament and signing up to the global ban. 

But the question of Britain’s nuclear
weapons must not be divorced from offering
clear and bold alternatives for work for those
already employed in and around the industry.
Only an industrial policy developed and led by
these workers, guaranteed through bringing
industries under public ownership, can provide
the necessary conversion schemes. 
The Labour left has a historic responsibil-

ity to make this happen.
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in the News

By Hansika Jethnani, NUS NEC

In the recent general election, we saw Labour
gain seats up and down the country — win-
ning with the most progressive and socialist
manifestos we have seen from Labour in
decades. 

Millions of people voted to tax the rich and
fund free education, bringing us closer than
ever to abolishing tuition fees than we have
been since their introduction.

It would be a loss for the student movement
not to capitalise on the successes of Labour
and the appetite for free education amongst
young people and beyond; and not to intervene
in the ongoing debate on tuition fees which re-
cently showed very clear proof that the current
system is disastrous and unfair. It is for these
reasons that the National Campaign Against
Fees and Cuts are organising a “Free Educa-
tion Now — Tax The Rich” National Demon-
stration on 15 November in London.

There is no shortage of wealth in our society,
it is just stored up in the hands of the few.
When there is plenty of money to fund Tri-
dent and the selling of arms, there is money to
fund free education. Education should be a
public good, not a commodity to be bought or
sold; and investing in education is investing to
create decent jobs, supporting students and
workers.

We want a fully funded education system for
all — home and international students. We
want an end to the unfair maintenance loan
system which sees the poorest students gradu-
ating with the highest amount of debt. We
want living grants for all: everyone should have
the ability to live and study. We want a free,
democratic and accessible university system,

run in the interest of students, not profit. We
have seen the continuous marketisation of ed-
ucation, with rising fees, and the introduction
of the Teaching Excellence Framework in the
recent Higher Education Bill, destroy our ed-
ucation. Just recently, over twenty campuses
across the UK have announced job cuts, driven
by the government’s successive rounds of mar-
ketisation. We have seen FE utterly decimated. 

It is our role as students to continue the
fight for a public education system, for workers’
rights on campus, and for free education. The
recent general election was a splinter of hope
for many, especially for us. In the NUS itself,
we have seen the debate on free education shift
drastically — so much so that it has now be-
come almost common sense. 
But this demonstration shouldn't just be

limited to those inside the student move-
ment — Labour and Young Labour groups
should mobilise around it too.

• Find out about the demonstration:
bit.ly/edudemo

Against nuclear weapons!

Fighting for free education
By Omar Raii, Lewisham West
and Penge CLP

Rotherham MP Sarah Champion has been,
at best, very foolish.

Was it wrong to write in hyperbolic and
frankly inaccurate terms? Yes.

Will racists feed off this? Yes.
Are most Pakistanis appalled by people who

abuse young girls? Obviously.
Was writing in the Sun a bad thing for a

Labour MP to do? To put it mildly.
At the same time, there is in some sections

of the left a rush to assume that the motive for
writing about such a topic at all can have been
nothing but a racist vendetta. Considering
Champion’s history as a politician and before
that a worker in charities dealing with child
sexual exploitation, I very much doubt she is
some sort of anti-Pakistani or anti-Muslim
bigot.

Straightforward racists such as those the
Sun panders to and employs probably believe
that most Pakistanis think sexual abuse of
young white girls is fine; that most sexual
abusers in this country are Pakistani/Muslim;
and that it would matter less if the victims in
question were non-white. I doubt Champion
thinks any of that. I would guess she is sincere
in her concern about abuse — which of course
makes it even worse that she behaved in this
way.

There are left-wingers who are wilfully ig-
norant about the deeply reactionary views
about women that are widespread within many
different communities — in different forms, in
different mixes and to different degrees, like it
or not, in different communities. Pretending
this is simply an issue of individual abusers,
which seems to be the tack Jeremy Corbyn has
taken, misses the point.

Anyone under the impression there is no
link between growing up in a culture where
“honour” is sacred, where there is no outlet to
have a reasonable discussion about sex, where
a woman is seen as respectable if she covers up,
is “modest”, is married and so on (the implica-
tion being that those who are unmarried, and
“immodest” are not respectable) and the fact
that these abusers have been targeting a par-
ticular set of vulnerable young working-class
girls is at least somewhat naïve. 

Such views of women are for sure not the
only important reason why these gangs exist,
but it must be a contributory factor to explain-
ing their operation.

There are also Pakistani and Muslim girls
who have been abused — something the Sun
et al want to ignore — and we might also con-
sider whether they might be less likely to re-
port it for reasons to do with “honour” and
“respectability”. 
Socialists must defend oppressed commu-

nities, but also the oppressed within them.

Sarah Champion, the
Sun and abuse

John McDonnell speaking on a free 
education demonstration in 2015
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Join the Labour Campaign for Free Movement
Migrants’ rights

... European workers. The 2017 manifesto was
the most radical one we’ve had for a long time,
of course, but not on immigration. It uses pos-
itive language, but if you look at the policy it’s
actually very restrictive. It commits to ending
free movement between the UK and the EU. It
commits to stopping more migrants accessing
public funds. 

In the general election Labour’s approach
was to downplay the issue, quite successfully, in
that immigration did not play that much of a
role in the election. Clearly this approach can-
not continue forever, though. Keir Starmer has
just made an announcement about what
Labour’s Brexit policy will now be, which in-
volves seeking access to the single market, but
also a special deal on migration, which means
seeking to limit free movement. 

Whenever Jeremy Corbyn makes a state-
ment about migrants or freedom of movement,
some comrades try to explain it away. Unfortu-
nately, the policy is actually pretty clear. It’s easy
to see why the leadership has retreated on this,
because there is a lot of pressure, of course from
the right, but also from some on the left.
Within Momentum there are people who sup-
port whatever Corbyn says, but also people who
actively favour borders, who believe in a Stal-
inist-type policy, of “socialism” in one country. 

When we launched the campaign we got
some objections about dividing the left – as

Corbyn supporters we should all stick together
and not undermine the leadership. That is the
wrong approach. We know that Labour does
not have a good record on immigration. We re-
member Blair expanding detention centres. We
remember the “Controls on immigration” mug
in 2015. Corbyn and McDonnell opposed that,
and took progressive pro-migrant positions.
Why shouldn’t we organise to ensure those
same arguments win now?

We need a campaign from a clearly left-wing
perspective. It’s all very well to talk abstractly
about equality and diversity, or about how mi-
grants contribute to our society, how migrants
are scientists and writers, but then most of us
aren’t. Most of us migrants are ordinary people,
suffering the same problems as British workers,
and we’re also central to organising against
those problems. 

So we challenge the idea, for instance, that
migration brings down wages, but at the same
time we’re highlighting organising by migrant
workers which is actually raising wages, for in-
stance cleaners’ struggles in London, and we’re
supporting workers’ struggles generally. 

There are legitimate concerns – about wages,
about housing, about public services, which
need to be addressed by pointing the finger
right at those who are actually responsible, at
the bosses, at the government, at the ruling
class. We need solidarity within and across bor-
ders, pointing out who our actual enemies are,
and highlighting the radical history of migrants’
role in the labour movement. 

We cannot allow Labour to give an inch on
this issue, because as soon as we concede that
migration is the cause of social problems, we
are a) lying and b) giving free rein to the racists
and the capitalists who would rather see the
working class divided on nationality than
united in struggle. 

Any anti-migrant rhetoric needs to be chal-
lenged head on. We need to be clear that
greater controls on people’s movement mean
more exploitation, more austerity and a weaker
workers’ movement. We need to unite the
labour movement around support for migrants’
rights and free movement.
Whatever happens at Labour Party confer-

ence, the fight will continue. We must take
this opportunity to shape the future of the
labour movement.

By Sacha Ismail
Shadow Brexit secretary Keir Starmer has
claimed that the party is ending its “con-
structive ambiguity” over Brexit by support-
ing the UK remaining in the European
customs union and single market for a long
transitional period of, say, four years. 

Despite the fanfare, how much of a change
this really amounts to is unclear, particularly as
Starmer is still making noises about the need
for a deal to curb European migration.

Left, pro-free movement responses to the
Labour leadership’s positioning and shifts over
these issues fall into three broad categories.

Firstly there are those who oppose Britain
remaining in the single market on “Lexit”-
type, anti-neo-liberal grounds but simultane-
ously want to defend or extend free movement
of people. In the Labour Party the most
prominent example is the position taken by
the leadership of the Bakers’ Union, who sup-
ported a “Leave” vote but are playing a promi-
nent role in the Labour Campaign for Free
Movement.

Secondly there are those nearer to the more
pro-EU wing of the Labour Shadow Cabinet,
who generally support free movement but are

equally or in some cases even more enthusias-
tic about remaining in the single market.
Many of these support both the left-wing
LCFM and the new Labour Campaign for the
Single Market set up by right-wing MPs Ali-
son McGovern and Heidi Alexander a few
days before The Clarion went to press. This
broad milieu shades off in various directions
to the left (for instance there are people around
Open Labour who work closely with the rad-
ical left) and to the right (which is why a few
prominent Blairites, for instance Progress di-
rector Richard Angell, have formally backed
the LCFM).

Lastly, there are those on the class-struggle
socialist left, including the big majority of
Clarion supporters, who are supportive of
Britain remaining in the single market because
we support free movement and because we see
nothing progressive about breaking up or re-
versing capitalist development (or trying to).
However, what we are actively and vocally
campaigning for is free movement as a human
right and workers’ right, not the capitalist
arrangement of the single market.
The Labour Campaign for Free Move-

ment is a united front spanning people in all
three categories.

Labour, the single market and free
movement: three responses

On the streets for migrants’ rights

Continued from front page
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migrants’rights

The cause of free movement belongs to
the left, not the right

By Michael Chessum

There is a section of the British left – some of
it indigenous to the old Labour left tradition,
some of it linked to the old Communist Party
– that actively supports border controls, and
has always viewed free movement as a means of
undermining the power of organised labour. In
the Labour establishment, support for border
controls has been a regular fixture – whether as
a means of appeasing “legitimate concerns”
(and racism) about working class immigration
in the 19th century, or as a electorally oppor-
tunist response to the Brexit vote. 

These sections of the left do not want to have
an argument about their position, and for good
reason. The idea that we should take away peo-
ple’s rights on the basis of their nationality
(which is what ending free movement means)
only makes sense if you are, on some level, in-
ternalising or pandering to prejudice and na-
tionalism. Otherwise, we ought to “build a big
beautiful wall” separating deprived northern
towns from the south east of England, to stop
all the inhabitants of Blackpool from coming
down here, taking our jobs, flooding our labour
market and eating up the housing stock. 

The vast majority of progressives and left-
wingers would not want to make such a case.
That is why, in Labour’s manifesto, the end of
free movement was presented as an immovable
fait accompli. One week Labour will say that
free movement must end because we are leaving
the single market; the next it will say that we
must leave the single market in order to end
free movement.  It’s also why the main argu-

ment against free movement in Momentum
branches and on the left will be “ssshh, you’ll
damage the leadership”, or even “this is a plot
by the right to damage Jeremy.”

Yet the fight inside Labour for free move-
ment and migrants’ rights has always been led
by the left, not the right. Under Blair, Labour
was responsible for introducing some of the
harshest asylum laws in Europe, many of them
aimed at driving refugees into destitution. It
worked with the tabloid press to feed a narrative
of immigrant benefit scroungers and govern-
ment clampdowns.  Historically speaking, the
leadership of the trade union movement has
sometimes been the most anti-migrant part of
it. The immigration controls mug was not de-
signed by CLPD.

Workers’ rights
And the logic of the arguments for free move-

ment are overwhelmingly radical relative to
Labour’s historical centre. We call for all workers
to have the same rights, regardless of where they
were born – because it is through collective
struggle that we improve our lives. We call for
massive public investment, common ownership,
greatly increased minimum wages and the abo-
lition of anti-union laws. Free movement is part
of “our” globalisation – not a step backwards
from the social democracy of the Twentieth
Century, but a radicalisation of it. 

This is not to say that there will not be many
on the right of the party who come round to
the idea of free movement in the coming pe-
riod, and not all of them for honest reasons.
Some on the right genuinely believe in a sim-
ilar principled case to that which I would ar-

ticulate. Some view free movement as an im-
portant argument to win for the purposes of
remaining in the Single Market and protecting
Britain’s business interests. And yes, some will
see an opportunity to divide the left and expose
the awkward fudges made by the leadership in
recent months. 

The fact that the argument will be difficult
cannot deter us from having it. The question of
whether or not Labour should have whipped
for Article 50 in March was controversial on
the left, as it was across the party, but it was fun-
damentally a tactical question. Even the bigger
debate over EU membership was not a matter
of raw principle, in so far as it was possible to
offer respectable (if deluded) left wing argu-
ments on both sides.  But ending free move-
ment – dividing workers by nationality, taking
away people’s rights, implicitly endorsing of the
idea that immigrants undermine living stan-
dards – is a matter of deep principle on which
the left cannot afford compromise. 
Despite appearances, there is plenty of rea-

son to be optimistic about the prospect of
Labour taking a pro-free movement line.
Over the past two weeks, about 2,500 Labour
members and supporters have joined the
Labour Campaign for Free Movement. A
number of unions – including some big ones
– have come out in favour. And we should not
forget that Jeremy Corbyn and John McDon-
nell are friendly to the principle, and have the
radical social and economic programme that
can make free movement palatable and elec-
table.

More on the fight for
free movement
Labour Campaign for Free
Movement website
labourfreemovement.org
7 ways to support the campaign
bit.ly/2x0Ei78
Ending EU free movement won’t
help non-EU migrants like me,
by Raquel Palmeira
bit.ly/2vG670m
Free movement: a working-class
right, by Josh Lovell
bit.ly/2iDVkT4
1905: How the labour movement
debated Britain’s first border
control, by Daniel Randall
bit.ly/2iFpOUR
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Banks

By Charlotte Austin, Bishop 
Auckland CLP

“Never before in the field of financial endeav-
our,” said Mervyn King in 2009, “has so much
money been owed by so many to so few.” Here,
the Governor of the Bank of England was
paraphrasing Churchill, describing another
crisis of capitalism. 

After WWII a Labour Government carried
out a redistribution of wealth unparalleled in
modern Britain involving the nationalisation of
a broad sweep of public services. In the after-
math of the 2007 banking crisis, however, a
Labour government carried out a nationalisa-
tion that cost in the area of a trillion pounds
and yet failed to tackle the corruption and in-
equality that led to the crash. 

The working class have suffered because of
the government’s failure to use its enormous
bailout expenditure to turn the banks into assets
that are run in the public interest. It is in this
light that delegates to Labour Party conference
should support the motion passed by Leeds West
CLP calling for nationalisation of the banks.

The way in which the major banks were
part-nationalised represents a very bad deal for
everyone but the bank bosses. By insuring
banks against their “toxic assets”, the Govern-
ment took responsibility for the banks’ liabilities
while leaving their profits untouched, sanction-
ing the reckless activity that almost brought the
entire system to collapse. These toxic assets
were inflated way beyond their actual value
since they were traded between banks as prod-
ucts that were far too complex for their traders
to value, with the backing of credit rating agen-
cies that were paid directly by the banks and so
had a financial interest in exaggerating their
value. Ultimately, the government was de-
frauded by the banks who preserved their in-
terests at the expense of workers.

Toxic bailout
While the government’s initial response to

avert a total catastrophe response in 2007 was
impressive, its attempt to tackle the structural
problems was anything but coherent. Initially,
it was against nationalisation and wasted
£100m in consultants’ fees in search of a buyer
for Northern Rock. 

Gordon Brown is completely upfront about
his opposition to nationalisation, unsurprising
for one of the architects of Labour’s rebranding
of the Thatcherite settlement. He argues in his
book Beyond the Crash that he “favoured a pri-
vate-sector bailout of the bank… partly because
ever since the 1970’s, Labour has been losing
elections on the basis of economic competence.” 

The fact that Gordon Brown and his govern-
ment invested so greatly in the opinions of the

right-wing press is ironic because ultimately it
was entirely blind to Labour’s actions during
the crash and successfully pinned the blame for
a world economic crisis on public expenditure.
When Labour failed to challenge the narrative
that the banking crisis necessitated austerity
measures rather than the increase in spending
that the depressed economy vitally needed, it
made the party so much more vulnerable to the
accusation that Labour’s mismanagement
caused the dire financial situation. 

No reforms
The consequences of Labour’s reluctance to

reform the banking system are becoming ever
more dangerous. The clean bill of health pro-
vided by the enormous bailout in 2007 has
meant that banks have carried on with their
risky practices unimpeded, with a particularly
strong growth in subprime car loans. Bankers’
bonuses have grown despite the enormous pres-
sure on working class people to pay for their
mistakes. Small businesses are failing at a dra-
matic rate because banks are reluctant to lend
even with historically low interest rates. And
now, the governor of the Bank of England has
warned that ‘light-touch’ regulation has meant
that the banking system is as precarious now as
it was in 2007.

All the arguments about cost and the dangers
of state interference pale in comparison to the
risk of allowing the banks to fail like they did in
2007. It will be the poorest people who have to
bear the burden of bankers’ irresponsibility again
if they do, and the millions of people using
foodbanks will be joined by millions more. 

Stop the crisis
Nationalising the banks under democratic

control  is the right course of action to avoid fu-
ture crises. The way in which the crisis was not
simply confined to Northern Rock shows that
the problems are systematic and cannot just be
solved by tinkering with certain practices. When
the crisis hit, the banks’ reluctance to lend to
each other made them unable to lend to con-
sumers and businesses. As businesses were
forced to make staff redundant to cope with the
lack of credit and therefore people began to de-
fault on their mortgages, consumer spending
rapidly contracted at a time when it was desper-
ately needed to revive a stagnant economy.

A nationalised banking sector would be able
to act in the public interest in order to direct
credit where the economy needs it most. It
would be able to put jobs and services ahead of
creating a casino economy. 

It is a mistake to think that banks create
wealth or even possess it to the degree which
affords them so much influence. Because of the
fractional reserve system, most of the money
that is in the world economy is not backed up
by real capital. The New Economics foundation
estimated at the time of the crash that banks
held £1.25 in reserves for every £100 they is-
sued as credit. Therefore, because the most im-
portant function of a bank is to determine who
gets credit and when, it makes sense to have the
state perform this function because the banks’
management of the economy in this way is not
based upon real wealth.

Nationalising the banking sector would give
an enormous boost to Labour’s ability to de-
velop an economy run in the interests of the
many. It is grotesquely irresponsible to leave the
banks in a situation where they could eagerly
take us towards a situation like that of the 2007
crash, with the safety net of a no strings at-
tached government bailout if they do. 

The so called nationalisation of the banks in
2007 shows that there is a way to fully control
the banks in the public interest. This is a de-
mand that has won support from across the
Labour movement, a motion on the subject
having been passed by the TUC in 2012. 
It is a proposal that Jeremy Corbyn and

John McDonnell have supported in the past.
The Labour Party must be prepared to take
the opportunity to transform our economy in
the interests of the people and in doing so,
create security that will last for generations.

In 2007 the banks were bailed
out, workers sold out

FBU General Secretary Matt Wrack on why
the labour movement must fight to nation-
alise the banks - from 2012, when his union
proposed this policy at TUC Congress.

theclarionmag.org/2017/02/26/bankswrack
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bit.ly/contmotions

The Clarion is promoting three contempo-
rary motions for CLPs to send to this years
Labour Party conference. As well as the mo-
tion in favour of nationalising the banking
and finance sector passed by Leeds West, we
are also backing motions in favour of de-
fending and ex-
tending free
movement, and
scrapping the
a n t i - u n i o n s
laws.

Taken to-
gether, we believe
that these mo-
tions, if passed,
would be significant advances in important
areas of policy. They point away from the way
things are towards the way things could be if a
confident and bold Labour government came
to power with a transformative programme.

Nationalisation of the financial sector
recognises that, in order to take control of our
own lives, we must take ownership of key re-
sources from the hands of a tiny minority -
the ruling class. Strengthening trade union
rights and the right to strike is an acknowl-

edgement that it is our own collective action,
rather than a reliance on the sympathies of
those in office, that will really transform so-
ciety. And implicit in the campaign for free
movement is an acknowledgement that the
working class is global and the outlook of the
labour movement should be firmly interna-

tionalist.
The implications of these

motions therefore go beyond
the business-as-usual of so-
cial democracy as it currently
exists, and push the party
and labour movement in a
more radical direction. They
touch on issues largely ig-
nored in the model motions
produced by CLPD, and are

far more radical than the mostly very bland
ones circulated by the Momentum office.

To enable the passing of more left policy
and the creation of a movement which can ac-
tually ensure it is implemented, we also need
a more democratic party fit for this purpose,
which is why we are backing the Campaign
for Labour Party Democracy’s proposed rule
changes, which you can find here:
home.freeuk.com/clpd/170618rulechanges.h
tml 

Contemporary
 resolution - Le

eds West CLP

We note that on
 3 August Bank of England govern

or Mark Carney

warned about th
e UK returning to 

the light touc
h banking reg

ulation

that produced
 the post-2007

 financial crisi
s.

We note the rev
elation on 8 A

ugust that the
 “turnaround 

plans” of

British banks in
cluding Barclays and RBS are being hin

dered by ongo
ing

US Department of Justice 
investigations 

into their role
 in sparking th

e

crisis.
The banks were to blame for the crisis

, not the money Labour spent

on Sure Start centres, sc
hools and hos

pitals. Yet they
 were bailed out 

at

public expense
, to the tune o

f at least £800
bn.

We must ensure tha
t such private

 interests are n
ot again allow

ed to

obstruct meeting the nee
ds of our peo

ple. We therefore ap
plaud and

adopt the pol
icy adopted b

y the TUC at the initiati
ve of the FBU in

2012, to nation
alise the banks

 and create a “p
ublicly owned banking se

rv-

ice, democratically and
 accountably m

anaged… [to] play a ce
ntral role

in building a s
ustainable eco

nomy, investing in
 transport, gre

en indus-

tries, housing
, creating jobs

 and assisting
 recovery in t

he interests o
f

working people
”.

Ownership matters because
 we need democratic contro

l: you can’t

control what you don’t o
wn.

Conference reso
lves that the n

ext Labour governm
ent should bri

ng

the five largest
 retail banks in

to 100pc democratic public o
wnership, with

compensation on 
the basis of p

roven need, a
nd develop pr

oposals to

democratically dec
entralise bank

s to regional a
nd local levels

 and back

democratic credit u
nions.

Leeds West backs 
nationalising banks
By Dave Kirk 

I took the contemporary resolution to
Labour Party conference on nationalising the
banks which The Clarion is promoting to my
CLP, Leeds West. It was the first time we
have had a meeting in August partly to allow
us to submit a resolution.

We had a good debate. There was opposition
both on the cost of this policy.

My response was that the British people
have already paid out around a trillion pounds
to shore these banks up. I also argued that as
the banks are repeating the exact same behav-
ior that led to the crash of 2008. Working class
people can’t afford not to take them into public
ownership.

Quite a few people spoke in support of the
motion.

John Battle, the former Leeds West MP,
supported the motion but put an amendment
supporting credit unions and for Labour to
look at democratically accountable regional
and local banking too. 
The amended motion passed with the big

majority of the room supporting it.

Three left motions 
going to Labour conference

Banks nationalised? We wish! 

Instead Brown’s government just bailed out
the bad debt and became majority sharehold-
ers whilst leaving the banks largely intact.
The government made no structural changes
or attempted to bring the banks into any kind
of plan for how to use their finances to build
infrastructure, secure jobs and services or
end the parasitic bad practices associated
with the financial sector. 

A genuine move to bring the banks under pub-
lic ownership would mean genuine demo-
cratic control, and ensuring they worked for
public good not private greed.



Was Labour’s 2017 manifesto socialist? Rida Vaquas and Simon Hannah look at the difference between
a social democratic policy and a socialist one. Dan Jeffery examines Norway as an example of a social
democratic country and asks if it is a useful model for left-wing politics in Britain.
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The Central issue

Labour’s 2017 manifesto was described by Kevin Maguire in the Daily
Mirror as “a full-blooded socialist offer to Britain”.  The Daily Tele-
graph said similar, though inevitably they were less welcoming;
“Labour has produced a fantasy-land blueprint for a socialist Britain”.

Whilst the journalists debated whether a socialist manifesto was a
good thing or not, they missed a more important point. The Labour
manifesto was not socialist, it was social democratic. 

The difference is crucial. This isn’t about abstract name calling or
sticking labels on things for the sake of it. The difference between a so-
cialist manifesto and a social democratic one points to not only a differ-
ent vision of the future but entirely different means on how to get there.

Let’s clarify what we mean by these words.

Socialism
Socialism is an economic system where there is no capitalism. Instead

there is a democratically planned economy where production is decided
based on need, not the diktats of the market. Under socialism there is
no capitalist class who own industry or make up majority shareholders
in companies. The economy is socialised and owned by everyone, oper-
ated through democratic forums and organisations. In socialism, the
wage relation between a boss and worker, in which a worker produces
value for their boss, ceases to exist. Socialism is not something that is
legislated from on high, it is based on the self-activity of working people

and seizing power in their own workplaces and communities. As a result,
the state as we know it begins to disappear as socialism develops on an
international scale – socialism in one country is no more possible than
capitalism in one country surviving without expanding. As such socialism
is internationalist and seeks to break down nation states and borders.

Socialism seeks to reform capitalism as a means of increasing the
power of working class people in society. However our relationship to
reforms can be succinctly articulated in Rosa Luxemburg’s formulation
in 1900:  The struggle for reforms is its means; the social revolution, its
aim. The final goal of socialism is therefore not to humanise capitalise
through reform, but to create a fundamentally new society by the political
activity of working class people.

Social Democracy
Social Democracy is the belief that unbridled ‘free market’ capitalism

is a source of great suffering and social division and instead a mixed
economy, with the state running several key industries alongside a private
sector which is regulated is a more sustainable model. Social Democracy
leaves capitalism as the dominant economic drive for the economy whilst
seeking to tame its worst excesses and create more opportunity for people
who are disadvantaged – using the law to create a ‘level playing field’ in
terms of jobs and social and civil rights. 

Social Democracy wants to reform capitalism but go no further. This

can be seen by how the nationalised industries were managed in the
1945-51 Attlee Governments – the Board of Directors and managers
appointed were frequently the exact same bosses who ran the industries
in the private sector prior to nationalisation. Nationalisation occurred
not to achieve greater worker control in industry but instead to render
the industries more efficient.

Social Democratic Britain
When we understand the different terms we can see that Labour’s

manifesto – indeed Labour historically - has been social democratic.
Even at the height of ‘socialism’ after 1945, the Clement Attlee govern-
ment nationalised 20% of the economy and sought to regulate aspects
of capitalism. The left in Labour wanted to go further – if Labour had
won the elections in 1951 with any kind of workable majority then the
left advocated a further round of nationalisations. As it is Labour lost
the election and was out of power for 13 years. Instead the Tories man-
aged the mixed economy – it worked for a number of years and the cap-
italists were generally happy with it as the nationalised industries were
crucial to the functioning of the economy (coal, gas, electricity, rail) but
were also deeply unprofitable. 

As the social democratic order began to collapse in the 1970s due to
global economic problems and massive inflation, the Tories sought to
tear up the

old social democratic consensus and replace it with bare toothed free
market capitalism – this was Thatcherism. 

The 1983 Labour manifesto was the last ditch push by the Labour
left last time around to defend and extend the social democratic system.
After Labour lost the 1983 election because of the jingoism caused by
the Falklands war and the right wing SDP splitting their vote, ‘moderates’
took control of the party and moved Labour to the right. For Kinnock
and Tony Blair even social democracy was too left wing – Blair embraced
social liberalism and used the private sector to undermine the public sec-
tor. Now the Tories are trying to finish the job. 

The pinnacle of the Social Democratic reforms of the 1940 was the
NHS, the last vestige of the old Labour ideals and under constant attack
from the Tories and Liberals (and the Blairites before them) who see it
as an anachronism – a relic of the past that should be replaced by a
‘leaner, fitter’ private sector driven health service. 

Is Corbynism socialist?
The social democracy in Labour’s 2017 manifesto is apparent on even

a cursory read. It promises to renationalise rail and create a publicly
funded energy company to compete with the private sector. But whilst
it promises greater workplace rights and higher wages it leaves capitalism
entirely intact. 

Now for many that is perfectly reasonable. After all if you did go to

Socialism or
social
democracy?

What the difference is and why it matters
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The Norwegian model
By Dan Jeffery

Norway has long been held as an example of what a more caring
capitalism could look like. The “Nordic Model” is shown as an
example of where capitalism can provide good public services
and good levels of democracy, and it is certainly true that on ei-
ther of these factors Norway always scores very highly in any
research or comparisons which are carried out.

However what is often missing in any analysis of the social
democratic model in Norway is the role that Norway has in the
wider global economy. Norway has the largest sovereign wealth
fund in the world of nearly 1000 billion US dollars. This sover-
eign wealth fund, while giving a cursory nod to ethical invest-
ment, is totally entwined in the global capitalist economy, does
invest in unethical investments and has a primary goal of profit
maximisation. This is very important in terms of maintaining
public services through Norway's oil wealth, but means whatever
Norway does in terms of its own public services and welfare pro-
vision, it is dependent on the wider system of global capitalism
and all the horrendous practices that go with it. Given there is
no way that the Norwegian model could exist under capitalism
beyond a tiny percentage of the global population, what this sys-
tem does is pro-
vide a better
standard of life
for a tiny per-
centage of the
global popula-
tion, ultimately
at the expense of
other workers
around the world. It also provides absolutely no answers as to how
the majority of the world could be brought out of war, poverty
and inequality. An equality that in the last ten years has got sig-
nificantly worse on a global scale.

Norway also has state owned multinationals. In 2008, Norwe-
gian communications multinational, Telenor, partly owned by the
state, was exposed in a documentary as partnering with a
Bangladeshi supplier that employed child labour in horrendous
conditions. Similarly, Norwegian oil and gas company Statoil, also
partly owned by the state, has been involved in multiple corruption
cases around the world where they have bribed state companies
and government officials in order to obtain licenses for extraction.
Norway has seen the recent election of a right wing govern-

ment, with a racist and anti-migrant party as part of the coali-
tion showing how fragile the system is even within Norway's
own borders. However even if a social democratic party is re-
elected in Norway, the point remains that it is system totally
dependent on the wider exploitation of global capitalism.

More on what socialism means 
Labour MPs now frequently talk about an “alternative to aus-
terity”, or an “alternative to neoliberalism”. 

Few however ever advocate a radically different type of society
from capitalism. Few would describe their aim as “socialism”, and
even the main Labour left group Momentum does not refer to
itself explicitly as “socialist”. John McDonnell is one of the few
Labour MPs who does talk explicitly about socialism; this article
is an attempt to draw out what it might mean to name the
Labour Party’s aim in those terms, written before the election
following a rally in Liverpool. 

Read more at
theclarionmag.org/2017/07/20/socialism

Norway is the 18th most
‘globalised’ economy in the

world, ahead of France,
Australia and the UK

the electorate with a ‘full blooded
socialist manifesto’ that talked
about removing the capitalist class
from all positions of power it
might shock many people. But if
people truly believe that then they
have to accept that the reforms
they are proposing will essentially
leave the capitalists in economic
and political control. 

The danger with that is that it is
possible that even a mild social
democratic reforming government
might face huge opposition from
capital, with industrial sabotage,
capital flight, blatant non-cooper-
ation and a media campaign that
would make the last two years look
like a picnic. Alternatively the cap-
italist class will seek to co-opt the
left government to neutralise it and
undermine it from within, playing
off different sides of the govern-
ment and offering compromises to prevent more radical proposals being im-
plemented.

Socialists are aware of the limitations of the Corbyn project as it stands
but we want to engage with it to seek to push its boundaries and organise
to make it go further. Even a left social democratic government, when ad-
vancing reforms against the interests of capital, will not be able to survive
or will capitulate to pressure from bosses unless there is strong and decisive
political activity at the base of society, by working people ourselves. However
the only way we can sustain such political organisation is through the phrase
adopted by young socialists in 1916: “First clarity, then unity”! 

We need to talk about not only the means of social reform, where we align
ourselves with social democrats in the short term, but the final goal of so-
cialism. That is what will give us the strength to prevent ground being ceded
owing to pressure from capitalists, as is already happening in the debate on
freedom of movement, and the capacity to push the Corbyn project beyond
its own limitations.
This is why socialism has to be put on the agenda. Not as an after-

thought or ‘we’ll do it in a few years after a successful social democratic
government’ - because in those situations tomorrow never comes.

The old joke is that Ralph Miliband thought
that Labour was ultimately a dead end for so-
cialists, then had two sons to prove it. His his-
tory of the party, although half a century old, is
still required reading for Labour left activists today.

By examining the track record of the Labour Party, particularly its lead-
ership in parliament, Miliband exposes the idea that there was ever a
golden age of 'Old Labour' when the party was truly socialist. He argues
that Labour's deep and exclusive commitment to parliamentary politics,
embedded in the party from its foundation, prevented it from become an
organisation which actually educated people in wider society about social-
ist ideas. He called this approach 'Labourism', as distinct from socialism.

Initially, Miliband left open the possibility that Labour could be trans-
formed into a different type of party, but in a post-script written after
Wilson's 1964-70 government, he concluded that trying to achieve so-
cialism through the Labour Party was ultimately impossible. Will Cor-
bynism prove him right, or wrong?

Why you should read...
Parliamentary 
Socialism
by Ralph Miliband
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liberation

By Anita Bellows, Disabled
People Against Cuts steering
group member

Many disabled people drew a sigh of relief
with the launch of the 2017 Labour mani-
festo. Some of the most unjustifiable cuts
brought by the Coalition or Tory government
were going to be reversed:  the so-called Bed-
room Tax, the £29 ESA cut for claimants in
the Work Related Activity Group and its
equivalent in Universal Credit, the imple-
mentation of the court decision on Per-
sonal Independence Payment, scrapping
the Work Capability Assessment, and the
endless reassessment of people with se-
vere long-term conditions.

Two points in the 2017 Labour mani-
festo were very important. Firstly, Labour’s
support for the social model of disability,
and secondly the incorporation of the UN
Convention on Rights of Persons with Dis-
abilities into UK law. 

Left untouched in the Labour manifesto,
however, were the benefit freeze, the bene-
fit cap, and cuts to Universal Credit - all
policies which extensively affect disabled
people. It is no coincidence that around half of
people in poverty are disabled people.  So an
obvious recommendation would be to reverse
the £7bn cuts made to the social security sys-
tem on which disabled people have to rely. 

And where the manifesto fell far short is that
it failed to reaffirm the raison d’être of the wel-
fare state  and maintains a deliberate ambiguity
which means that everybody can read whatever
they want into it.  

For example: We will change the culture of
the social security system, from one that de-
monises people not in work to one that is sup-

portive and enabling. Supporting and enabling
of what? Is it about inclusion, participation and
equal opportunities in society or is it about
work?  

The reference to the social model of disabil-
ity and to removing barriers comes just after
the paragraph about the employment gap. It is
difficult not to see this as a framing of disabled
people as potential workers, with a focus on re-
moving barriers to work. Of course the employ-
ment gap should be addressed, but what
disabled people want at this stage is reassur-
ance, and a complete break from the prevailing

ideologies of the previous governments.  
The reference to ‘punitive’ sanctions is a per-

fect example of this. Which sanctions are not
punitive? Labour introduced sanctions for dis-
abled people in 2007 and should have scrapped
them in their 2017 manifesto.  But around 25%
of unemployed people also have a self-declared
disability and have borne the brunt of indis-
criminate sanctions.  Labour’s attitude to sanc-
tions is very ambivalent as many Labour
supporters endorse them, regardless of the con-
sequences. It should have been possible to pro-
pose a moratorium on all sanctions while

carrying out an in-depth study of their impact
and of their costs to other public services.  In-
terestingly, in the light of the Employment Tri-
bunal fees ruling by the Supreme Court, it
seems that a legal challenge against sanctions
may be possible and successful. 

No reference was made either to Independ-
ent Living, which is one of the key demands of
disabled people, and which featured heavily in
the 2015 manifesto.  It is a crosscutting and
overarching concept, impacting on education,
health, and other public services. Jeremy Cor-
byn and John McDonnell have supported

many protests to save the Independent
Living Fund, so its absence in the
manifesto is puzzling, as is the total
lack of any reference to inclusion and
participation of disabled people in so-
ciety. 

It is impossible not to feel in the
manifesto certain reluctance at break-
ing away from the stance adopted in
2015 about Labour being the party of
people in work.  Rachel Reeves’ posi-
tion at the time was: ‘We are not the
party of people on benefits. We don’t
want to be seen, and we’re not, the
party to represent those who are out of

work.’ This left many disabled and other people
feeling abandoned and betrayed.  While Jeremy
Corbyn’s Labour represents a new hope for
these people, the language on social security has
not moved on enough to reassure them totally.
The policies persued by the Tories origi-

nated with Labour, and it is a shame that Cor-
byn’s Labour, riding high on a wave of new
popularity, did not condem and break with
them. It is also a shame that the opportunity
to hold a proper debate on social security was
not grasped. 

What I’d like to see in the next Labour 
manifesto for disabled people

By Helen Rutherford-Gregory,
Chester CLP

Jeremy Corbyn recently spoke at a PinkNews
event. He said: “We must advance trans
rights, and discrimination has gone on too
long. The Gender Recognition Act does not
allow trans people to self-identify their gen-
der and forces them to undergo invasive med-
ical tests.”  This has caused great controversy.

An article on fairplayforwomen.com claims
that Corbyn is throwing women under the
“trans bus” by supporting these changes. It
argue that allowing trans people to self-identify
opens the door to unscrupulous men posing as
women to gain advantages. It uses scare tactics

about women’s refuges being invaded by “penis
owners” and some spurious citing of unrefer-
enced statistics. This transphobic article erro-
neously claims that by enabling transgender
people we somehow disable women. 

The spiral of privilege when it comes to fem-
inism cannot end with biology. It cannot end
with a perfectly formed vagina! Will I be de-
nied a right to take part in a women's caucus if
I undergo a mastectomy or discover infertility,
is my biological femininity somehow changed?
The right to be a woman is not defined by ge-
netic sex but by your gender, how you self-iden-
tify. Are we really ready to be scared into
believing that trans women are so privileged
because they started life as men that they can-
not understand our plight? 

Is there a legitimate question to be asked
about the mechanics of anything gender-based
in politics?  Of course, but those questions
should be coming from a place of assumed
equality and should be figured out in partner-
ship with trans women. A transgender woman
belongs in a women's caucus as much as any
other woman does. 
To suggest otherwise would only lean to

puritan, biological bigotry. Abuse should be
dealt with if and when it occurs, not by refus-
ing to step down the path of equality.

• For a longer version of this article, dis-
cussing these questions in much greater
depth, see  bit.ly/2wG1oQI

Is Corbyn throwing women under the “trans bus”?
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Stay CLassy

The 2017 general election was dominated by
the question of which party had the best offer
for working-class voters. 

Some of the new crop of Labour MPs have
talked explicitly about class, with Laura Pid-
cock and Hugh Gaffney, for example, both stat-
ing that they see their position as a means by
which to represent working-class interests. 

But there is a great deal of confusion over
what class actually is. A lot of the language used
— terms like “the 99%”, “the Establishment”,
“the white working class” and so on — tends to
muddy the water rather than help us to define
things more clearly.

Why is it important for us, as Labour ac-
tivists, to get to grips with the question of
class? The obvious answer is that Labour is
on some level a “working-class” party,
formed out of the organised workers' move-
ment in order to provide a force to carry
through its interests in the political arena. 

The bigger reason to understand class is
simply because we want to change the
world, and in order to do so we need to un-
derstand both how society is structured
now and what the most effective agents are
to carry out the changes we want to see.

Most of the common language around
class treats it as an identity. An individual is
“from a working-class background” or “part of
the elite”. Someone “is middle-class” because
they went to university or go to the theatre.
This language reduces class to fixed, almost un-
changing, categories into which individuals
must be sorted. It actually suits our opponents
because it obscures the real, complex and living
nature of class relationships and reduces them
to two dimensional caricatures. 

Unfortunately, this view of class has been in-
ternalised by many people on the left. This is
only natural to some extent — understanding

the world requires some degree of categorisa-
tion and simplification, and language helps us
to do that. Which of us hasn't been guilty of
referring to someone or something in the
movement as “middle-class” without really un-
packing what that means?

Class, in reality, isn't about categories or
“things” but about the relationships between
those things. The Marxist writer Ellen
Meiskins Wood referred to this as a “relational”
view of class as opposed to the more common
“geographical” approach. In the latter, where
class is reduced to fixed categories, static polit-
ical views are easily ascribed to groups of peo-

ple. Thus we are told that “the white working
class” is uniformly concerned about immigra-
tion (or out-and-out xenophobic) as if this is a
self-evident and unchanging truth. Again, it's
not hard to see how this sort of thinking helps
our political enemies.

In the relational view, class describes not an
individual's or group's identity but their rela-
tionships with society around them. To over-
simplify a bit, this means that those who must
earn a living by selling their labour power to
someone else constitute a working class, while
those who live off such labour by others, and
who own the means by which goods and serv-
ices are produced, are the capitalist class. 

“Hang on,” runs a common refrain at this
point. “This was all very well when everyone
worked in big factories and mines, but aren't

things a bit more complicated these days?”
Leaving aside the fact that, globally, more peo-
ple work in manufacturing and heavy industry
than ever, it's actually the case, even in Western
economies, that class relations are much sim-
pler than they used to be. Up until the 19th
century, an individual or family unit was much
more likely to be involved in a multitude of
class relationships: perhaps being partly self-
sufficient, partly paying a landlord in goods in
a sort of feudal relationship, and occasionally
engaging in some wage labour. These days, the
latter form of work is almost totally dominant
(along with unpaid work). Yes, there has been

a shift from manufacturing to services.
But ask a Deliveroo driver whether the
wage relationship is any less real or ex-
ploitative as a result. 

What are the practical implications
of this discussion for socialists? Firstly
it helps us to see where and how we can
most effectively throw a spanner in the
works of capitalism – the withdrawal of
labour is an incredibly powerful tool in
a society dominated almost entirely by
the wage relationship. Secondly, it helps
us to identify who we are trying to in-
clude in our political alliance: as wide a

layer of wage earners as possible, regardless of
background, nationality, race or gender. 

It is wage earners, who run and understand
our industries but are currently robbed of the
profits of our work by the idle rich, who have
the potential to collectively order society in a
different way. 

Finally, and this is particularly relevant in
Labour Party circles, it helps us to identify the
class interests for which we must fight. After
all, how can you support the interests of the
Picturehouse or McDonalds worker without on
some level opposing those of the CEOs and
executives? 
There is no community of interest, or “na-

tional interest”, between fundamentally op-
posed classes who are on opposite ends of the
wage relationship

Class is back – but what is it?
After what seemed like an eternal absence, the language of class has returned to political life in Britain
in a big way, but what does it mean? EM Johns unpicks the issues.

White lies and the
working class
By Dan Jeffery, Streatham CLP

Much has been made by the right of the
Labour Party about the “white working class”
vote in the 2017 general election. 

At my CLP it was implied that white work-
ing-class people have worse prospects than
BME workers. In fact, women from a black and
Asian background have lost nearly twice as
much on average through austerity as white

working-class men have.
While working-class people from a BME

background suffer from racism in society, no
answer is ever given to the question of what
white working class people suffer from that is
distinct from other working class people.
Rather, a mantra is repeated that we must “lis-
ten to the white working class”. 

What is really meant isn't that white work-
ing-class people should be listened to, but that
racist views within parts of working-class
communities should.

This position is not just reactionary but is
also totally lacking in the facts of how people
voted in different socio-economic groups.

Once you do investigate you realise why
Progess isn't so keen on looking at those fig-
ures.

47% of people in the socio economic group
D or E (“unskilled” workers or unemployed)
voted Labour in 2017, up from 41% in 2015.
Not only did the Corbyn-led Labour Party get
far more votes from groups D and E than any
other party, we also improved things signifi-
cantly on 2015. 
There was even more of an improvement

among C1 (white collar workers) and C2
(“skilled” manual workers) with 40% voting
Labour in 2017 compared to 30% in 2015. 

Laura Pidcock is right about the Tories!
By Benjamin Eckford, North West
Durham CLP online at: bit.ly/Pidcock
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LABOUR news

Northern Ireland
Labour turmoil
The Labour Party in Northern Ire-
land’s executive committee has re-
cently undergone a catastrophic
breakdown in communication, fol-
lowed by a series of resignations. 

The composition of the local party
differs from most other CLPs in the
UK. The membership is almost en-
tirely composed of individuals inspired
by Jeremy Corbyn’s leadership, so the
current difficulties cannot really be ex-
plained by a Right versus Left of the
kind common in British CLPs. In-
stead, they appear to be the result of a
much more petty factionalism. 

In Northern Ireland Labour does
not have the right to stand candidates
for elections.  In 2016 a split occurred
between those who wished to stand
and those who just wanted a review
into the local party’s right to stand.

In July 2017 allegations were made
about six officers – accusing them of
racist and transphobic bullying of an-
other officer. People resigned and gave
a statement to the press about an ‘entry-
ist’ plot which was manifestly untrue
and calculated to cause damage. 

This episode underlines that the
Labour left will live or die by its ability
to engage a broader membership in-
spired by the prospect of socialist politics. 

It was never going to be easy for
Labour politics in Northern Ireland,
but you’ve got to hope that the left can
learn from this unfortunate episode.
• For a longer version of this report:
bit.ly/2vBa5ba

Birmingham bins
Bin workers in Birmingham have just
won a major victory, forcing the coun-
cil to withdraw plans to cut 122 jobs.

Birmingham council is Labour yet
has been passing on cuts and ripping
up agreements with council worker
unions. During the strike, the council
refused to engage with the workers.

Members of South Birmingham
Momentum went to the picket lines to
show their support and talk to work-
ers. They reported:

One worker was disgusted with the
language that has been used by council-
lors. “They call it ‘modernisation’ – we call
it job cuts”, he said. “We’re out doing this
job year on year ... they ignore us, yet they
have no experience of doing our jobs.”

South Birmingham Momentum
doesn’t want a city with a fourth-rate,
underfunded refuse collection service.
We don’t want the safety of all of us to be
jeopardised... 

We  don’t  want the council to attack
Birmingham’s most valuable assets –
those workers who I met today. If we
want to reduce pay, perhaps we should
start at the top, those in senior council po-
sitions with fat-cat salaries...
• Read full report here: theclarion-
mag.org/2017/08/10/bhamstrike

By Steve Forrest, Harrow West CLP

There seems to be a slowing of the Labour Party
witchhunt, but it continues seemingly unchecked
by any of the left NEC members or left MPs. All
we have is the commitment that they are oppos-
ing internally but as expulsions near the 1,000
mark it is time we had more public commitments
and statements given against this repugnant stain
on our party's character.

The party machine is carrying out an organised
witchunt against socialists within the party, the
punishment is automatic expulsion with no right
of appeal. This is an affront to the basic principles
of natural justice.

An instructive example is the recent case of
young activist and party member Jack Halinski-
Fitzpatrick who was readmited back into the party
after a period of suspension dating back to last
summers leadership election in mid January. This
young activist is 23 years old and was the Youth Of-
ficer of the CLP in Harrow West.

Yet only three weeks later was expelled by the
party for the same accusations that he had been
readmitted on. Namely, that he was a supporter of
the Socialist Appeal and that this was incompatible
with membership of the Labour Party. This is based
on the fact that this is a “proscribed” organisation,
seemingly because it emerged from the Militant
tendency which was a proscribed organisation. Be-
fore tackling the question of proscribed organisa-
tions, the Socialist Appeal has carried out its politics
for 25 years without previously any issues under
Smith, Blair, Brown and Miliband which is because
it is not proscribed and has never stood candidates
against the Labour Party.

It is alleged that membership of an organisation of
this kind is deemed a complete antithesis to Labour
Party membership as Labour stands for democratic
socialism i.e. the market economy and not revolu-

tionary socialism. This is a completely hollow argu-
ment and exemplifies that this is no more than a
witchunt of socialists in its totality. When the Labour
Party was established in 1900 the Marxist SDF
played a key role. The constitution was developed
under the influence of the Russian revolution and saw
the adoption of Clause 4 the original socialist one not
Blair’s neoliberal updated version.

The original Clause 4 stands unequivocally for
socialism and yes stands squarely against the ne-
oliberal wing of the party. Our current leader and
Shadow Chancellor between them voted a thou-
sand times against the neoliberalism of the Blair
and Brown years and are working might and main
to turn the party in a socialist direction. The ques-
tion is posed if you start with the Trotskyists where
does it end? The leader, the Shadow Chancellor?

If membership of a separate organistion is the
crime why are Progress and Labour First not hav-
ing their members emptied out of the party? Again
this point emphasises that this is a political
witchunt against socialism in the party.

The final point is the denial of the right to appeal
is an astonishing affront to the right to natural jus-
tice from a party that ushered in the Human Rights
Act. This denial of the right to appeal brings a stain
to our party's banner.

The recent case of Jack Halinski-Fitzpatrick was
taken to the High Court. But to pursue the case to
its conclusion in the courts will place a burden of
many possibly hundreds of thousands of pounds on
a 23 year old activist and his supporters. This is be-
cause the Labour Party have made clear they are
prepared to spend members money to defend this
case. Therefore the right to seek justice through the
courts is denied to the working-class party mem-
bers and activists. Further underlining the denial of
the right of natural justice.

It is modern McCarthyism and as socialists and
trade unionists we must oppose this purge utterly
and completely as at its heart is the very struggle
for the future of the Labour Party either a defender
of capitalism or a pioneer of a socialist society. 
We must defeat this anti socialist purge and

with it further and deepen the roots of a socialist
Labour Party.

“We’re nearly a year since I was suspended myself,
and I’m still finding that friends of mine, people
I’ve worked with closely, are having trouble get-
ting back into the party. 

“In my view it has all been part of an orches-
trated plan to stop people supporting Jeremy Cor-
byn, in the leadership elections but more generally.
We’ve seen who the membership supports, and we
need to get comrades back into the party – whether
that’s people expelled for being sympathetic to
Green policies, when everyone on the left should
support those kinds of policies anyway; or if it’s be-
cause they’ve supported another party at one time
or another – well, if we don’t persuade people and
win them over, we’re never going to get into power. 

“Why have we allowed Tory MPs to cross the
chamber in the past, when they were much more
vocally against the Labour Party and in fact op-

posed Labour values? Everyone we’re talking about
wants to support and vote Labour. All these people
should be allowed to join the Labour Party. The
same goes for other organisations which have never
done anything except support Labour but may have
distinct opinions. 

“If we have a party which just goes down one line
and everyone thinks the same thing we’ll be back
where we were before Corbyn and there’ll be no
difference again between Labour and the Conser-
vatives. The organised socialist left has something
to offer Labour, in particular the young activists
within it, who in many ways have been the glue that
has pulled the party together.”

• Ronnie is  the General Secretary of the Bakers’
Union: he was suspended in 2016 before being
readmitted when they found out who he was!

Ronnie Draper: Fight expulsions

Are socialists welcome in Labour?
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Democratic Socialists of America burgeons

DSA has burgeoned in the last few years. What’s going on there?
DSA’s growth is spectacular – from 7,000 to more than 25,000 in two

years. The first factor was DSA’s long involvement in the Democratic
Party, which meant that it had no trouble first in encouraging the inde-
pendent Vermont Senator to run for president and then found his join-
ing the Democratic Party to be no obstacle to supporting him. The
Sanders campaign, with the first progressive Democratic Party platform
in thirty years and with the candidate’s open proclamation that he was
a “democratic socialist,” spoke to millions of young people no longer sus-
ceptible to Cold War anti-Communism. Second, because Sanders had
called himself a democratic socialist, those who went to Google or
Wikipedia to find out what that meant, came across DSA. Third, DSA’s
young activists, adept at using the social media proved to be extraordi-
nary recruiters. Finally, DSA put up no obstacles to new members.

DSA held its congress recently. What were the most important debate
and decisions there? Can you explain about the different groups in the
organisation?

Most of the 690 delegates were new activists; most were between the
ages of 25 and 35; many had never been in a socialist organization before.
While there were some older and more experienced comrades, some
coming from DSA and some previously in other left organizations, the
political consciousness, knowledge, and experience of the convention as
a whole was quite uneven. This Convention was for most a learning ex-
perience. The fact that it there during the convention was so much good
will, such seriousness, and such a commitment to attempt to build a mass
socialist organization was remarkable.

DSA does not have a tradition of having internal caucuses, until the
previous convention in 2015 when a Left Caucus appeared, led by young
Marxists. At this convention, the Left Caucus became Momentum, with
a platform emphasizing a national campaign for Medicare for all and a
call for building rank-and-file groups in the labour unions. Another cau-
cus called Praxis also appeared, not putting forward any clear political
direction, but advocating NGO-style training, combined with an em-
phasis on localism. Finally, there was Unity and Diversity, a statement
put out by some of DSA’s longtime leaders and signed by many others.
At the convention, each of those groups won about a third of the lead-
ership, meaning that no group will be able to provide decisive leadership
and set a new direction for DSA. In my view, the most important polit-
ical decisions of the group were the decision to support Boycott, Divest,
Sanctions (BDS) movement and to oppose efforts to criminalize it; the
establishment of a People of Color Caucus; the creation of a Labor
Commission; and the establishment of a forum for political debate
within the organization.

There were several motions that would have moved DSA to the left
on the question of independent political action. Two (I was involved
with both) would have had DSA take a more critical attitude toward
progressive Democratic Party organizations such as Indivisible,
MoveOn.org, and Our Revolution. A third would have had DSA be-
come a political party and run its own candidates. And a fourth would
have had DSA endorse the Draft Berne on a People’s Platform move-

ment. The first two and the last one failed, the third one was table, so
none adopted. I think that unfortunately DSA will continue as it has in
previous decades (whether officiall or unofficially) to end up backing
not only socialist Democrats and progressive Democrats, but almost any
Democrat standing against a Republican. I hope  future debates will lead
more DSA members to become more critical of the Democratic Party
and more interested in building an independent alternative.

As we understand it, DSA voted to break from the Socialist Interna-
tional. Why?

DSA had been associated with the Socialist International from its
founding and many of the older DSA members had a strong sense of
identification with the Scandinavian Social Democratic Parties. Two
years ago, before the enormous growth and rejuvenation of DSA, the
Left Caucus put forward a resolution to leave the SI, which, though it
failed, suggested that many DSA members were changing their minds.
The rightward movement of the social democratic parties in Europe,
their adoption of neoliberal policies and austerity, combined with the
authoritarian character of many SI parties in the developing world
(Murbarak in Egypt, the PRI in Mexico), and the disintegration of the
SI itself, provide the evidence that it was time to get out. The convention
voted overwhelmingly to do so.

At the Saturday night banquet, speakers from Party of Socialism and
Liberation in Brazil, from France Insoumise, from Podemos of Spain,
the Left Bloc of Portugal, and the British Labour Party were cheered.
The Labour Party member who spoke could at one point hardly speak
over the riotous singing of “O Jeremy Corbyn.” Yet, neither the vote to
leave the SI or the enthusiasm for the young, broad left parties, or for
Corbyn should be misinterpreted; DSA has not made a decision to break
with social democracy. Most DSA members, given their youth and the
fact that they’re new to the left probably do not have a very clear idea of
the distinctions between social democracy, democratic socialism, and
revolutionary socialism. 
Just what kind of socialism DSA will come to espouse will be up for

debate over the next four years, and debate among thousands, even
tens of thousands of young socialists over these questions makes DSA
an exciting place to be.

• For a much longer version of this interview, in which Dan also talks
about the general political situation in the US, DSA members’ views
on Britain. and their relationship to rank-and-file workplace and
union organising, see theclarionmag.org/2017/08/29/dsa

We spoke to Dan La Botz about the recent burgeoning of the
Democratic Socialists of America movement in the US.

Dan is an activist with both the US revolutionary socialist or-
ganisation Solidarity (for more than 20 years) and the New York
City chapter of DSA (for a year and a half). He was an elected
delegate to the DSA National Convention in August as well an
unsuccessful candidate for the National Political Committee.
He is a longtime political activist, teacher, and writer. He
speaks here as an individual and not as an official spokesper-
son for the DSA.

DSA members on a Pride march
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Youth pages

By Rida Vaquas, West
Midlands Rep on Young
Labour NC

Young Labour has, for a very long
time, seemed a very distant and un-
accountable organisation that whilst
having a membership of tens of thou-
sands, in practice seems to only in-
volve very few. There has been a
scarcity of thriving Young Labour

groups at a local level, and national events are few and far be-
tween, involving only a few hundred at most. 
The political stagnation resulting from Young Labour’s absence

at a community level in many areas is deepened by a lack of
meaningful democracy nationally. The National Committee is
elected every two years, and only meets every two months. It is
very far from being a robust structure which has the vigour and
organisational resources to coordinate large scale political activ-
ity. Young Labour does not even have its own funds, let alone con-
trol over them. None of the significant arrangements of the Young
Labour Policy Conference in October were decided by the National
Committee, in fact they weren’t even discussed with us. What we
have is a youth wing lacking activity, democracy and autonomy.
This is what we have to fight to change.
In Warwick on 14th to 15th October, we will have our first Pol-

icy Conference in three years, where Young Labour members can
democratically debate and adopt policy that we should go on to
campaign for. We should use this as a crucial opportunity to in-
vigorate the political organisation and to make it the vibrant ex-
pression of the liveliest and most militant aspirations of young
socialists in the country.
That means ceding no ground to those who allege erecting na-

tional borders as a form of advancing workers’ interests, but
proudly committing to defending and extending freedom of move-
ment. Our youth movement can and must be a really international
movement in which solidarity doesn’t conduct a passport check.
Moreover our youth movement should put young workers’

strikes at the top of the agenda. McDonald’s workers are striking
for the Living Wage for the first time in UK history. Over the past
year, the strike across Picturehouse cinemas for the Living Wage,
sick pay and union recognition has spread to six sites. Workplace
organising is contagious, and it’s our duty to spread that bug!
We can make a start on this by committing to a policy that

fights for stronger trade union rights for all workers and make
Young Labour groups organise practical solidarity for these
strikes, doing everything from joining picket lines and running
collections for the strike funds. And most importantly, we should
be forming Young Labour groups that teach us how we can do
the exact same thing as the inspirational workers at Picture-
house and McDonald’s: organise against our bosses.
What has to be remembered is that our tasks don’t end at Young

Labour Conference, rather they only begin there. A banner raised
at Conference that calls for workplace organising, free movement
and democracy can only be effective if an ever greater number of
young people are inspired to march under it, and to carry it for-
ward. We have to revitalise Young Labour from the grassroots up-
wards to make it a worthy instrument to transform society.

By Prince Ndebele & Christie Neary
On 12 August, The Clarion organised a London dayschool with
the goal of educating and organising young Labour activists. The
day’s workshops were: ‘How to organise a fightback at work’,
‘How to set up a Young Labour group’, ‘Fighting for Free Move-
ment’, and ‘What is class and Why Does it Matter?’ Young ac-
tivists came from as a far away as Newcastle.
First, we heard from Picturehouse and McDonald’s strikers

about the challenges they are facing trying to take action and
the strategies to use in order to combat them, and that workers’
struggles can win! At Picturehouse, workers achieved a 26% in-
crease in pay through strike action, with more action to come! 
We then discussed more abstract concepts related to class,

the character of labour in relation to the Capitalist economic sys-
tem, and what this means for us as socialists and as workers.
We talked about free movement and the Labour Party’s current

stance on immigration. Much of the discussion focused on the
drawbacks of Corbyn’s tightrope walk on the issue of free move-
ment. We debated whether what some see as his tepid, instead
of unequivocal, support for free movement, is justified. We found
the embracement of friendly disagreement and debate particu-
larly helpful in clarifying our own perspectives, along with those
of others.
Activists had the chance to network with one another and dis-

cuss plans and ideas for the future, and we have kept in contact
with fellow activists in the weeks since. We heard about forth-
coming strikes such as McDonald's, and we also coordinated
about the Young Labour policy conference taking place in War-
wick in October. 
This effort at keeping activists informed and connected ensured

that the energy built up at the dayschool did not go to waste! 

Young Labour
needs to change

Clarion dayschool
for young Labour

activists

CLARION Youth pages Edited by: Maisie Sanders, Rida Vaquas, Tom Zagoria,
Justine Canady. Email maisierosesanders@gmail.com
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By Tom Zagoria, Oxford University
Labour Club

Workers at five Picturehouse cinemas in London have been re-
balloting for further strike action. Meanwhile, local communities
have been continuing to show their support to the strikers
through days of action on 26 August and 2 September.
Picturehouse’s parent company Cineworld earned last year a

post-tax profit of £82 million, yet have refused to budge on the
workers’ demands for the London living wage of £9.75, sick pay,
maternity and paternity pay, and full union recognition. They’ve
refused to meet with BECTU representatives, and sacked four
union reps while suspending a fifth. The struggle of the low-paid
workers, many of them young people, has received support from
the Labour leadership, with John McDonnell and other MPs ap-
pearing on the picket line. With the strike’s higher profile, a vic-
tory for the workers will show to low paid employees across the
country that they too can improve their lives collectively through
union membership and standing up to their bosses. 
It is therefore vitally important for active Young Labour groups

to support the workers through holding community pickets out-
side their local Picturehouse or Cineworld, talking to customers
about the strike and convincing workers to join the union and or-
ganise themselves, as well as donating to the strike fund, hold-
ing fundraising events, and inviting striking workers to speak at
events.
Leaflets and placards and other ways to support at: 

picturehousefour.org/2017/07/25/leaflets

Bringing down the house!

The Clarion interviewed LB, a young Labour 
member and Crayford McDonald’s worker

Why are McDonald’s workers going on strike?
We are striking to fight poor working conditions, and because Mc-
Donald’s has chosen to ignore various employee grievances. We
are also fighting for an end to zero hour con-
tracts and for a fairer wage of £10 per hour.

How have you been organising?
We have been talking to our colleagues
and finding out individual issues that they
have. Lots of workers aren’t aware of what a union actually is and
the benefits of a unionised workplace, so we have essentially edu-
cated our co-workers - once we got the ball rolling we built mo-
mentum and people were coming to us and asking how they could
join. We hope that employees will see they don’t have to accept
poor working conditions and there is a way to fight back.

What do you think the significance of this strike is for other young
workers? 

Mcdonald’s is one of the largest employers in the world and there-
fore have a massive influence on how other companies treat their
employees, if we can get rid of things like zero hour contracts and
raise the minimum wage in McDonald’s this will have a knock on
effect on other employers - we need to make it clear that this is
unacceptable and that people deserve to be paid more. 

What advice would you give to other young workers in precarious,
low paid industries who want to start organising their workplace?

I would suggest talking to colleagues and re-
searching local unions - a collective voice is
more powerful than one person…

What can Young Labour groups and Labour party activists do to
support and build the strike?
In the run up to the strike we are looking for support on social
media.  Tweet support using the #McStrike hashtag - we are also
holding a pre-strike warm up at McDonald’s HQ on 2nd September
from 2pm and it would be great to see as many people as possible
out supporting us on the day.
Our official strike will take place on 4th September - look out for

future dates to join us!

cstrike#

Strikes and protests outside 
Picturehouse cinemas 

Workers sacked and suspended
Still no living wage!

Report on Stourbridge
Young Labour 

By Andrew Tromans, Stourbridge Young Labour Co-Chair

Stourbridge Young Labour are continuing to meet regularly,
discuss Labour policies/issues and organise in the  local com-
munity. Since pounding the pavements during the General
Election we are renewing our focus on engaging young people.
We plan to knock on the door of every young local Labour
member to encourage them to get involved.
Over Summer we launched a Labour reading club. The group

meets once a month to discuss formative political texts. Most
recently we studied The Communist Manifesto. During the meet-
ing there was a lively debate about to what extent we should re-
sist capitalism through protest. Next month we will be reading
The Descent of Man by Grayson Perry.
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Rally Labour to help the 
McDonald’s workers win!

By Maisie Sanders, Lewisham Young Labour, and
Gareth Lane, Bakers’ Union

On 4 September, McDonalds’s workers in the UK will go on strike
for the first time. They are striking for £10 an hour, secure contracts
with guaranteed hours and union recognition.

Forty members of the Bakers’, Food and Allied Workers’ Union at
McDonald’s branches in Cambridge and Crayford in South East Lon-
don have voted to strike for these demands, as well as grievances over
bullying of union activists by management — with over 95% in favour.
Labour, committed to scrap zero hours contracts and a £10 an hour min-
imum wage, must rally round the strike and help spread its example.

Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell have both said they support the
strike and will be there on 4 September. Cambridge’s Labour MP Daniel
Zeichner has pledged to join the picket line and other MPs have stated
support, including former McDonald’s worker Laura Pidcock of North
West Durham. But we need more, from the whole party and labour
movement.

According to Cambridge McDonald’s workers, a third of workers
there have recently had their hours cut without warning, leaving many
unable to pay their rent. As Tom Halliday, a Cambridge worker, put it:
“McDonald’s is a multinational corporation with unacceptable working
conditions. We are asking to be treated with dignity and to be paid a
decent wage, and for our right to form a union to be recognized by our
employer. We believe it is our right to ask for a fair treatment for the
hard work we perform”.

Fast food workers are terribly treated all over the world – but their
fight is global too. BFAWU activists have taken inspiration from the
‘Fight for $15’ strike campaign in the US, as well as New Zealand fast
food workers’ struggles. Strikes in New Zealand doubled the minimum
wage and forced the government to ban zero hour contracts, and won
$64 billion in pay rises for three million workers. Global capital can
move from country to country quickly, and trade unions need to do the
same: workers’ solidarity must be international, and we are more likely
to win against multinational corporations like McDonald’s when we co-
ordinate action across borders. The first strike date coincides with Labor
Day in the US, and a Fight for $15 national day of action.

Workers in the fast food industry, and in precarious private sector jobs
generally, are often seen as impossible to organise. There is a high
turnover of staff, workers are often young, significant numbers are mi-
grants, and many live in poverty due to low wages and precarious con-
tracts, working irregular shift patterns and faced with bullying by
management. The struggles described above, as well as the recent victo-
ries by outsourced, mainly migrant cleaners at SOAS and LSE, prove
that precarious, low paid workers can organise themselves into a force

that can fight and win. 
These workers are the force that, organised and mobilised, can revive

the labour movement. These struggles also provide a huge opportunity
for organising among the millions of young people who were inspired
by Labour’s election campaign, drawing them into the unions, into
Labour activism and into socialist politics, and and giving them the con-
fidence and tools to fight back at work.

Young Labour groups and activists, local Labour Parties and Momen-
tum groups should do everything they can to support the strike. Organ-
ise fundraisers, invite speakers, put motions for support and donations,
go to your local McDonald’s and start to talk to workers so we can
spread the strike, and discuss organising in your own workplaces too.
Clarion supporters are raising the issue with motions to both the Labour
and Young Labour conferences, but the most important thing is to get
activity and links on the ground in as many places possible.

We must build links and solidarity between this dispute and the Pic-
turehouse strikes, cleaners’ strikes and as many others as possible.

Meanwhile the Labour left must double down on pushing the party
to campaign for repeal of not just the Trade Union Act, but all the anti-
union laws, and to restore our right to strike and picket effectively, in-
cluding in solidarity with others workers. This issue cannot be allowed
to drift any longer. 
Unless the labour movement wages a serious campaign for free

trade unions and a strong right to strike, we are fighting with one
hand tied behind our back.

• To contact the Bakers’ Food and Allied Workers Union: phone
01707 260 150 or email info@bfawu.org
• Inside, p15: Interview with a McDonald’s striker
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• Pass our contemporary motion on the McDonald’s strike and
Trade Union rights for conference at your CLP: bit.ly/contmotions
• Join the Precarious Labour Strikes Back protest in London on 27
September: bit.ly/2wFfP7I


